
If you have two bad scores out of two tests, you will not pass this course. 

 

 

161Sp19t2aSoln 

 

1a&b) The two blocks are in contact with each other.  By Newton’s THIRD law we know ���1��2 = −���2��1 

regardless of velocity or acceleration values!  Since the question asked about magnitudes, we know 	
�	� = 	��	
.  

Notice the masses have nothing to do with the reasoning required! 

 

2a) This problem differs from the previous scenario because blocks 1 & 2 are no longer in direct contact.  We can 

use Newton’s SECOND law to analyze the effects of ���1��3	&	���2��3 ON BLOCK 3.  In this scenario, acceleration 

DOES matter.  The only horizontal forces acting on block 3 are ���1��3	&	���2��3.  If acceleration is zero, the 

magnitudes of these two forces must be equal.  Answer: 	
�	� = 	��	�. 

Notice the masses have nothing to do with the reasoning required! 

2b) Use Newton’s SECOND law to analyze the effects of ���1��3	&	���2��3 ON BLOCK 3.  The only horizontal forces 

acting on block 3 are ���1��3	&	���2��3.  If acceleration non-zero, the force pointing in the same direction as acceleration 

must be stronger (larger magnitude).  Answer: 	
�	� > 	��	�. 

Notice the masses have nothing to do with the reasoning required! 

 

2c) The problem statement says action is the force of weight on block 3.  In sentence form: 

ACTION: The earth exerts a gravitational force acting downwards on block 3. 

RE-ACTION: Block 3 exerts a gravitational force acting upwards on the earth. 

 

It is both interesting, and depressing, to report about 70% of the class got question 2c incorrect even after being told 

it would appear on the test (and no wording was changed).  It has been on numerous practice tests as well… 
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3a) We can learn about the minimum possible spring constant by 

assuming the block is on the verge of slipping.  At the instant the block is 

on the verge of slipping, spring compression is not changing 

significantly, it is appropriate to do a force problem. 

The appropriate FBD is shown at right.   

Forces in the vertical direction are balanced giving � = ��. 

Because the block is on the verge of slipping � = ��� = ����. 

Forces in the horizontal direction are balanced giving � = �����. 

Answer:  ���	 = � �!"  

3b) Because spring compression changes, spring force is not constant! 

This implies acceleration is NOT constant.   

This implies DO NOT use constant acceleration kinematics! 

Use energy methods. 

While sliding across the table the friction does work which cannot be accounted for using potential energy. #� $ %� $&'(�) = #' $ %'  12�*�+ $��,� $ 12������+ $&'(�) = 12�*'+ $��,' $ 12�����'+ 

The block is released from rest (*� = 0). 

I will chose to set my reference level such that the initial height is zero (,� = 0). 

The problem statement gives initial spring compression as �� = �. 

The final height also happens to be zero in this problem (,' = 0). 

The block comes to rest (*' = 0). 

The block lost contact with the spring implying there is no final spring compression (see figure in problem). 

0 $ 0 $ 12�����+ $&'(�) = 0 $ 0 $ 0 

While sliding use KINETIC friction.  Condisering the figure at right we know &'(�) = �� ∙ Δ�� &'(�) = �0 cos 180° &'(�) = −�0 &'(�) = −6�7��80 

Now one finds 12 �����+ − 6�7��80 = 0 

0 = �����+
26�7��8 

This is almost correct.  The problem statement said “Answer in terms of ", � 	&	��.” 

Don’t forget that we already know ���	 = � �!"  from part a!!! 

0 = :� �!" ; �+
26�7��8  

Simplifying gives 

< = � ��� " 

I hope you see this is a much more enlightening answer than stopping at 0 = 7=>?@A+6BC�D8. 
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4a) IJK = LM� = NM� = OPM∙Q�.  Any of these results are acceptable. 

Remember: R ≠ TUV…IRK = TUV.  There is a difference between R & the units of R! 

 

4b) To get force from potential (for an object moving in 1D) use 

W@ = −0%0�  

DON’T FORGET THEMINUS SIGN!!! 

W@ = − 00� X%Y $	12Z�+ − R�[\ 

]" = −^" $ �J"� 

 

4c) The equilibrium points occur when W@ = 0. −Z� $ 3R�+ = 0 �6−Z $ 3R�8 = 0 

When the product of two numbers is zero, either number could be zero.   

This implies � = 0 gives a solution AND −Z $ 3R� = 0 gives a solution. 

The correct answer is � = 0 AND � = _[`. 

 

4d) The problem statement says the only force acting on the particle is conservative.   

This is another way of saying energy is conserved in this problem. 

Some people like to use Δ# = −Δ%…others might right #� $ %� = #' $ %'…both say the same thing. 

Watch out!!! The particle starts at the origin but moves LEFT distance 0.  This implies "a = −<!!! 12�*Y+ $ %Y $	12Z608+ − R608[ = 12�*'+ $ %Y $	12Z6−08+ − R6−08[ 

Get rid of fractions by multiplying all terms by 2.   

Also notice the %Y terms on each side cancel. �*Y+ = �*'+ $ 	Z6−08+ − 2R6−08[ 

Also notice 6−08+ = 0+ while 6−08[ = −60[8. �*Y+ = �*'+ $ 	Z0+ $ 2R0[ 

Isolate the �*'+ term, divide each term by �, then take the square root. 

*' = ±c*Y+ − Z0+
� − 2R0[

�  

I am a stickler for considering the ± sign in front of the square root symbol. 

In this problem statement, we are asked for speed (a positive quantity) after travelling a short distance to the right. 

da = $c*Y+ − Z0+
� − 2R0[

�  

Going further: if I had asked for the velocity, consider the wording of the problem statement carefully.  The words 

imply the object travels to the left without reversing direction.  I would assume the final velocity of the particle is 

negative.  If I had asked for velocity I would’ve answered *' = −e*Y+ − _fA
� − +`fV

� . 

 

4e) Consider a number for � ≪ 1, say � = 0.001 = 10i[.  Notice �+ = 10ij while �[ = 10ik.  Since we are told Z	&	R are “about the same size”, we expect the term with �[ in it to be about a thousand times smaller than the term 

with �+ in it.  By this logic, the term with ^ dominates the scenario for small values of �.  



5a) See the FBDs at right.  Force vectors not drawn to scale.  In this case, because the blocks accelerate in unison, it 

is appropriate to draw a system FBD.  Notice the internal forces of friction and normal force (between the blocks) do 

NOT appear on the system FBD.  Only two FBDs are required to analyze this scenario.  In my opinion, the FBD for 3� looks the most annoying so I choose to use the FBD for the �	&	3� system and � only to get force equations. 

FBD �	&	�� System FBD � FBD �� l]":		n $ 4�� sin r = 4�F 

 		l]s:		� − 4�� cos r = 0									 
l]":		�t+ $�� sin r = �F 

 		l]s:		�t+ −�� cos r = 0									 
l]":		n $ 3�� sin r − �t+ = 3�F 

 		l]s:		� − �t+ − 3�� cos r = 0									 
 

5b) Because the blocks accelerate in unison, system acceleration (magnitude) equals acceleration magnitude of 3�. 

Using algebra I found u = vw� $ ! Qxy z.  Common mistakes: many screwed up a) the pink plus signs above, b) the 

mass on the right side of each force equation, c) direction of �12 in each FBD, d) forgetting �12 on the larger mass 

FBD. 

 

5c) I found � = w�! {|Qzv .  Units check out (because we expect the coefficient of friction should have no units). 

Most common errors: people tried to write this result in terms of F or had bad FBDs/force equations. 

Since F is not a given parameter (in the problem statement), that is not acceptable as discussed in lecture. 

Compare this to workbook problem 6.24.   

Notice this result matches that result if you change 3� → 4� and set r = 0!   

 

5d) If we use a larger coefficient of friction, we expect the maximum possible force of friction increases.  Since the 

thrust, masses, and angle remain the same, we still require the same amount of frictional force to prevent � from 

sliding downwards.  The frictional force in our FBDs remains the same size.  What does change?  The block is no 

longer on the verge of slipping… 

 

Said another way, in the initial scenario the block was on the verge of slipping (� = �U~��������� = ���). 

In the second scenario, the block is no longer on the verge of slipping (� � �U~���������). 
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6a) We know W@ = − f�f@.   

In graphical terms this says W@ is found by multiplying the slope of a %	*�	� 

plot by −1.   

Positive slope (of %	*�	�) implies the particle experiences force to the left. 

Negative slope (of %	*�	�) implies the particle experiences force to the right. 

Notice zero slope implies zero force (equilibrium). 

 

Imagine the blue curve representing %6�8 is a track.  Think about the 

direction a marble released from rest would roll (towards the right or left end 

of the track)…this gives the direction of force for that region. 

 

We were asked to determine when the force acts to the left on the particle. 

This means looks for regions with positive slope. 

Force acts to the left on the particle between � = $2.0	nm & � = $4.0	nm. 

 

6b) Largest force MAGNITUDE means look for the region with steepest slope. 

Ignore the sign of the slope because I said magnitude in the problem statement. 

Force has maximum magnitude between � = −6.0	nm & � = −2.0	nm. 

 

6c) The particle is initially travelling to the left, starting at �� = $10.0	nm.   

Notice the initial potential energy is %� = −2.0	eV. 

For the particle to reach �' = −10.0	nm, the final potential energy becomes %' = $10.0	eV. 

Some people like to use Δ# = −Δ%…others might right #� $ %� = #' $ %'…both say the same thing. 

In these types of problems I like to use	Δ# = −Δ%. Δ# = −�%' − %�� = −�10.0	eV − 6−2.0	eV8� = −12.0	eV 

This means any particle travelling from �� = $10.0	nm to �' = −10.0	nm must lose 12.0	eV of kinetic energy. 

This implies initial kinetic energy must be more than some minimum value ���	 = 
�. �	eVeVeVeV. 

 

 

7) If no friction is present AND the system is in equilibrium, the components of weight down the plane on left block 

must balance the component of weight down the plane for the right block. �t� sin � = �+� sin r 

sin� = �+ sin r�t  

� = Qxyi
 X���
 Qxy z\ 

See 6.38 in the workbook.  Note: because the masses are in there you can’t cancel the sinit  with the sin . 
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8a) Force equations from the FBD at right: 

 

 

 

There are many paths to take to reach the correct final answer. 

Producing a simplified, algebraic result helps a lot for the subsequent parts. 

On strategy is to first take a ratio to eliminate n	&	�.   

tan r = F)�  

Next I chose to substitute in F) = �A( . 

tan r = *+
�� 

Notice in the original figure tan r = (�.  Alternatively, rearrange this eqt’n to give � = , tan r. �, = *+
�� 

I chose to rearrange to solve for *+ then sub in * = 2��. 

*+ = �+�,  

X2��� \+ = �+�,  

4�+�+�+ = �+�,  

RADIUS CANCELS!!!!   

From there I found 

� = ��c�! = ��c�. ���	mmmm
�.�	MQ� � 
. w��	ssss � 
. ��	Q 

Check the units…looks good. 

 

8b) Notice mass does not appear in our algebraic result.  Period remains the same if a different mass is used. 

 

8c) Surprisingly, notice our final result depends entirely on the distance below the ceiling , (and �).  If you use a 

longer string but keep , the same the angle of the string changes but not the period of the conical pendulum!!!  

Period remains the same if a longer string is used (if � remains fixed)! 
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9a) Yes, pointing −£¤ .  While moving in circular motion there is a radially component pointing towards the center of 

the circle.  You are expected to know −�̂ means “towards the center of the circle”. 

9b) Yes, it points opposite the direction of velocity.  On the way to the top of the vertical circle, a component of 

gravity points tangent to the circle, opposite the direction of velocity. 

9c) Over the time interval mentioned in the problem statement, the block is displaced upwards (as well as 

horizontally).  The force of gravity points downwards.  This implies negative work is done by gravity during the 

displacement described. 

9d) Over the time interval mentioned in the problem statement, the normal force is always directed perpendicular to 

displacement.  The normal force does zero work. 

9e) Notice the forces in this problem are the same as the previous problem but the 

coordinate system and acceleration are different!  This means the force equations are 

also different! TIP: a kick gets the block started.  The force caused by a foot during 

the kick does not persist after the block leaves the bottom of the circle & should not 

be drawn in an FBD of the instant shown in the problem statement! 

 

 

 

 

9f) One finds � = �� cos r $�F) 

� = 60.222	kg8 :9.8	 ms+; cos644.4°8 $ 60.222	kg8 ¨:3.33
ms ;+0.888	m © 

	 � w. ��	N 

9g) Energy methods get the job done.   

I will assume the reference level is zero at the bottom of the vertical circle. 

The final height is ,' � , � �61 � cos r8.  The figure at right should help. 

I will assume the block is negligible size (compared to radius of the circle).   

 #� $ %� � #' $ %'  12�*�+ $��,� � 12�*'+ $��,'  12�*�+ $ 0 � 12�*'+ $��,' *�+ � *'+ $ 2�,'  

*� � be*'+ $ 2�,' 

Since *'  is this equation is initial speed, use the positive root. 

*� � e*'+ $ 2�,' 

*� � e*'+ $ 2��61 � cos r8 
*� � c:3.33ms ;+ $ 2:9.8 ms+; 60.888	m861 � cos644.4°88 

d� � w. �
MQ  
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Extra Credit: I got lazy on this one and just started plugging in numbers. 

From the FBD one can determine the tangential acceleration magnitude is  Fª � � sin r Fª � 9.8	 ms+ sin 44.4° Fª � 6.857 ms+ 

If you care, 9.8 is so close to 10.0 it is approximately a 3 sig fig number. 

I included an extra digit to avoid intermediate rounding in the third digit. 

We also know  

F) � *+�  

F) � :3.33ms ;+0.888	m  

F) � 12.488 ms+ 

 

I’m going to leave off the units from here until the final answer. 

By considering the figure at right one sees F�ª�ª � 6�F) sin r � Fª cos r8Ĝ $ 6F) cos r � Fª sin r8®̂ F�ª�ª � 6�8.737 � 4.8998Ĝ $ 68.922 � 4.7988® ̂u���¯�¯ � �
�. °w±̂ $ w. 
�² ̂
 

At first glance this appears not to match my figure. 

Recall in the problem statement I said “Figure not to scale”. 

 

The angle in the problem statement figure is approximately 30°. 
I used this angle for the upper figure at right. 

 

The angle in the problem statement wording is approximately 45°. 
I used this angle for the lower figure at right. 

 

When your future engineering instructors ask you to draw everything to 

scale it is not just a waste of your time.  The figures are useful for 

checking your results…but only if drawn approximately to scale. 

 

Definitely doable, but only one student attempted out of both versions. 
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